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CIMdata News 
CIMdata Announces Key Sponsors of PLM Road Map™ for the High Tech Electronics and Medical 
Device Industries  
19 May 2016 

CIMdata, Inc., the leading global PLM strategic management consulting and research firm, announced 
today the key sponsors for its upcoming PLM Road Map for the High Tech Electronics and Medical 
Device Industries conference are: ANSYS, Aras Corp., Autodesk, PropelPLM, and PTC. The event, 
which takes place on May 24 at the Biltmore Hotel & Suites in Santa Clara, California, is a strategic 
conference that focuses on how companies successfully define and employ PLM strategies and enabling 
solutions to meet challenging product development, manufacturing, and deployment issues. The theme 
for PLM Road Map for the High Tech Electronics and Medical Device Industries is “Innovation and 
Structure—where processes and tools collide.” 

“CIMdata is honored to have these leaders in PLM solutions and services choose to sponsor PLM Road 
Map for the High Tech Electronics and Medical Device Industries,” commented Andrew Rodger, Senior 
Business Development Manager with responsibility for CIMdata’s Global PLM Community. “The 
mission we have for this event is to create a platform where open collaboration and knowledge transfer 
can occur between all participants in the PLM ecosystem.” 
As part of the PLM Road Map for the High Tech Electronics and Medical Device Industries experience 
CIMdata is hosting an on-line PLM Collaboration Café™ which provides each sponsor the opportunity 
to showcase a selection of their high tech electronics and medical device solutions. For more 
information on the PLM Collaboration Café visit the CIMdata web site at: 
http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/plm-conferences/2016-plmrm-htm/2016-plmrm-htm-sponsors 

CIMdata will be hosting two additional PLM Road Map events in November 2016. The first will held on 
November 3 at the Inn at St. John's in Plymouth, Michigan and will focus on the automotive industry. 
The second will take place on November 8, at the Eurosites République in Paris, France. For more 
information on PLM Road Map conferences visit the CIMdata website at 
http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/plm-conferences 

Click here to return to Contents 

PLM for All: Unleashing Product Data to the Enterprise, a CIMdata Commentary 
17 May 2016 

Key takeaways: 

• Product-related information and other enterprise information is created and generally used 
effectively inside engineering, but its use is often limited to engineering, even though others 
could make better decisions faster with access to up-to-date product related information 

• The restricted use of data from PLM and other enterprise systems greatly reduces the potential 
benefits from broad usage, but most PLM solutions have been implemented in an engineering-
centric manner, making it difficult for occasional users outside of engineering to fully benefit 

• Role-based offerings, like PTC Navigate, which are targeted to different organizational roles and 
use cases, are essential to optimizing access to up-to-date product data across the extended 

http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/plm-conferences/2016-plmrm-htm/2016-plmrm-htm-sponsors
http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/plm-conferences
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enterprise 
For more than 30 years CIMdata has supported what has become known as the product lifecycle 
management (PLM) industry. Over the years, CIMdata consultants have consistently promoted PLM and 
provided strategic guidance to many leading industrial companies implementing PLM-enabling 
solutions. As a result, we have gained an in-depth understanding and appreciation of the benefits 
actually realized through PLM. Unfortunately, when we study the effectiveness of an existing 
organizational PLM strategy, our findings are often disappointing. In a late 2013 research initiative, 
CIMdata published a study of the PLM value gap in the Aerospace & Defense (A&D) industry 
(seewww.CIMdata.com). Our analysis indicated that a small fraction of A&D companies had in fact 
minimized the value gap (i.e., the gap between what was implemented and what actually could have 
been implemented) as compared to most in the industry. This CIMdata research described how many in 
the A&D industry were still primarily using only product data management (PDM) capabilities in their 
PLM suites. While our initial study was on A&D, our experience within other industries suggests the 
same can be said about the state of their PLM implementations. 
Another proof point can be seen in a recent CIMdata Opinion Poll (see Figure 1). This poll clearly 
illustrates the sad perceived state of PLM across multiple industry segments. 

 
Figure 1—CIMdata PLM Opinion Poll 
According to the poll’s respondents, most of their senior management feel that PLM isn’t delivering the 
promised value. The natural follow up question is, “Why not?” Why isn’t PLM seen by more senior 
management as adding strategic value to their organization? The answer is primarily associated with two 
critical issues: 1) for many organizations, PLM hasn’t been implemented to address the full product 
lifecycle; and 2) the organization’s culture and process owners have not made the adjustments needed to 
take full advantage of the PLM capabilities enabled. 
In many ways the second issue is related to the first. This is because people are more likely to use their 
PLM solution if they believe that they will receive value from doing so. However, with the often limited 
implemented scope, the value is often greatly minimized. This then begs the question, why are so many 
implementations not delivering true end-to-end lifecycle capabilities? There are many possible answers, 
but often companies don’t understand that PLM requires a broad vision—one that defines PLM as a 
strategic business approach, not just the selection and implementation of one software tool for the 
engineering department. This strategic approach must apply a consistent set of business solutions that 
support the collaborative creation, management, dissemination, and use of product definition 
information (i.e., all product definition information, including specifications, requirements, part records, 
BOM structures, CAD files, manufacturing instructions, etc.). This strategy and the associated enabling 
solutions must support the extended enterprise (i.e., customers, design and supply partners, etc.), 
spanning from concept through the life of a product or plant, and integrating people, processes, business 
systems, and information. This is where many PLM implementations fail to reach their objectives. 

http://www.cimdata.com/
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Sometimes they fail because of lack of vision, sometimes for lack of solution functionality, sometimes 
for lack of budget, and sometimes because of sheer complexity. These issues often contribute and result 
in a heavy engineering focus and minimum value to the organization. But this is only one part of the 
equation—the solutions available also often contribute. 
Many solution providers, for example, haven’t provided focused capabilities that specifically address the 
user needs outside of engineering, and/or have not provided the level of integration with other enterprise 
solutions required (e.g., enterprise resource planning, service lifecycle management, and data 
warehouses). Engineering doesn’t and shouldn’t work in a vacuum, and the data they generate that is 
used by many others throughout the enterprise shouldn’t be bound and locked away in multiple data 
silos. All this limits an organization’s ability to execute its product data related processes efficiently and 
effectively. This is because there is a direct relationship between the validity and completeness of the 
data set being used to make decisions, and the efficiency and effectiveness of the organization using that 
very same data. Two things happen when information users are confronted with incomplete and/or 
questionable data: they are either more prone to making bad decisions, or to asking more questions and 
waiting for what they perceive to be better data. 
So what does all this mean? What can a company do to break the cycle and break out of the limited 
benefits a less than optimal PLM solution provides? First and foremost, an organization needs to define 
a holistic PLM strategy that includes implementing a PLM solution that enables the extended enterprise 
and all of its product data stakeholders—one that provides an end-to-end solution that closes the data 
loops throughout the organization. 

PLM for All: Closing the Loops 
Fundamentally, an organization’s PLM solution needs to address the extended enterprise’s product data 
and related process enablement requirements. PLM can’t be an engineering system, just supporting a 
limited set of product data and a narrow set of processes. It needs to function as an enterprise product 
data platform, bringing together information from multiple product data sources and delivering value to 
all product data stakeholders (i.e., all lifecycle participants who create and/or use product data and other 
relevant information). Many companies gather incredible amounts of product data about every stage of a 
product’s lifecycle. Unfortunately, most of it is inaccessible. Some of this data comes directly from the 
product itself via the Internet of Things (IoT). Other data related to new products comes from social 
media and multiple loosely structured formats generated by internal and external systems. When 
considering IoT and social media, there are a variety of data types and formats that are neither reliable 
nor well structured. These shortcomings result in seemingly valuable information being tossed out 
unseen and explain why so many open informational loops still fragment the information flow in so 
many enterprises. 
Over the years, CIMdata has seen steady progress in data interoperability, in the transparency of 
workflows and processes, and in collaboration among ever more diverse lifecycle responsible groups 
(e.g., marketing, development, purchasing, manufacturing, and service). But remaining open loops (not 
to mention the new ones being created) still can hamstring the efficient and effective management of an 
organizations’ lifecycle and prevent the introduction and support of game-changing, globally 
competitive products. 
Fortunately, there has been a steady flow of improvements due to the expanded use of enterprise-
connected PLM solutions to close the many loops throughout the product lifecycle. The emergence of 
the platformization of PLM, wherein PLM solutions evolve into end-to-end business platforms 
connecting product data and related processes throughout an extended enterprise, provides a foundation 
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upon which functional capabilities, data, and processes are enabled. These are solutions that enable an 
information-rich and connected work environment, which fully integrates product development and 
other enterprise product-related data stakeholders across dozens, if not hundreds, of applications and 
systems. 
Closing loops in information flows with PLM offers capabilities to pinpoint unanswered questions, 
especially the “Why?” and “What if?” All unanswered questions should be addressed employing 
information governance (e.g., lifecycle information management and ownership policies and 
procedures). The hard part of closing loops is comparing user expectations and experiences with the 
existing product’s performance, its initial requirements, and the next product’s requirements. This is 
why tracking information flows with PLM is integral to coherent, enterprise-wide data and process 
management, and why solution providers are enhancing their offerings to be more user-friendly and 
accessible. 
The leading PLM solution providers are doing much to help close these loops and bring the full potential 
value of PLM to all enterprise product-data stakeholders. Many of these efforts involve opening up 
once-proprietary systems as well as building out PLM strategies to give product developers and other 
enterprise product data stakeholders access to data and information generated anywhere across the entire 
lifecycle. 

PLM for All: What’s Required 
To support the entire product lifecycle a PLM-enabling solution or platform must possess a number of 
key characteristics and associated capabilities. Fundamentally, a PLM-enabling solution must be able to 
meet the requirements of modern markets and business operating models, including the need to drive 
product and process innovation. To do so, a PLM solution and the work environment it enables must be 
fully aligned to customer requirements rather than be simply an engineering-centric process driven by 
research and development. PLM must be an enterprise business platform used to integrate a host of 
organizational disciplines outside of engineering. These disciplines include compliance (e.g., 
sustainability and safety), manufacturing, service, and marketing, among others. 
At a minimum, an organization’s PLM platform should natively support data analytics and visualization, 
systems modeling and simulation, closed-loop decision-making, and intellectual property management 
and protection. Additionally, the platform has to be sustainable (i.e., over the long-term, the PLM 
solution has to be upgradable without ripping and replacing, and spending a large sum of money). This 
means it has to be adaptable, maintainable, scalable, usable, and upgradable, several of the PLM 
Investment Sustainability Characteristics defined by CIMdata’s PLM sustainability model (see Figure 
2). Each of these characteristics play a critical role in the solution’s ability to support the end-to-end 
requirements we have described. 
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Figure 2—CIMdata’s PLM Investment Sustainability Characteristics 
Openness, in support of enterprise wide interoperability, is also critical. This capability helps make 
PLM-managed data and other enterprise data sources available in a holistic manner for all product data 
stakeholders. Other key sustainability characteristics in this context include: 

• Adaptability—how well and easily the organization can configure the solution’s data model, user 
interface, and workflows to fit specific and changing needs. 

• Usability—how well the solution can be operated by the end users to produce their deliverables. 
The solution’s capabilities should be provided in the context of the user’s role within the 
lifecycle and the processes in which they work. 

• Compatibility—how well the solution can be connected to appropriate enterprise and desktop 
solutions within the organization without the use of special software (i.e., custom, and often 
costly, integrations). 

• Maintainability—how well the organization can keep the solution operating in an appropriate 
condition. 

• Upgradability—the organization’s ability and ease related to implementing a new version of the 
solution. 

Finally, it should be emphasized that all this needs to be provided to the enterprise at a price point that is 
affordable. The good news is that solution providers are taking note of the issues explained in CIMdata’s 
sustainability model outlined above. One such example is PTC’s recently released PTC Navigate suite 
of applications (apps), which has been specifically designed to deliver product data to all enterprise 
product data stakeholders. 

PTC Navigate: PLM for All 
PTC Navigate, a new role-based suite of apps from PTC, was designed to deliver enterprise product data 
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connectivity and access. The apps were designed to be easy to use and expand access to product data 
scattered across an enterprise’s systems landscape to more stakeholders throughout the extended 
enterprise. These apps have role-based user interfaces that provide a modern, easy to navigate user 
experience. PTC Navigate’s underlying architecture directly connects these stakeholders to the data they 
need to make informed decisions based on validated and up-to-date information. These role-based apps 
enable casual PLM users to access and work with information managed by Windchill 11 and other 
enterprise systems in a cost-effective and easy-to-configure manner. 
PTC designed the apps to deliver product data in a highly consumable manner, thereby providing the 
ability to extract more value and make better decisions. The PTC Navigate View Requirements app, for 
example, provides a real-time view into evolving product and software requirements maintained in PTC 
Integrity Lifecycle Manager. The View Requirements app is one of seven currently available apps. The 
other six are View Drawing, View Part Properties, View Part List, View Part Structure, View/Download 
Design Files, and View & Measure in 3D. PTC reports that these apps adhere to the following design 
principles: 

• Tailorable—simple controls limit or expand what can be viewed and searched based on selected 
properties and attributes of the data. 

• Context-driven—apps extend PLM data to include information from ERP, CRM, MES, and 
other enterprise systems. 

• System-agnostic—back-end systems can be updated independently of the apps so the user is 
uninterrupted by upgrades, replacements, data migrations, and other updates. 

• Secure—data is only served based on the security permissions of the user in the system of 
record. 

• Mobile-ready—enabled by ThingWorx Mobile Builder, apps can be accessed via users’ device 
of choice—smartphone, tablet, PC; as well as their preferred platform, Microsoft, iOS, OSX, and 
Android. 

• Modular—fully customized apps can be created from the ground-up using the developer toolkit 
that leverages existing PTC Navigate capabilities. 

• IoT-enabled—when combined with products or equipment connected to the IoT via ThingWorx, 
tailored or fully customized PTC Navigate apps can include IoT generated or captured data. 

With PTC Navigate, PTC is providing the PLM market with user role-centric solutions that address 
many of the limitations and issues that have often resulted in minimized benefits of PLM. The apps 
provide contextual and up-to-date product data from multiple enterprise systems, without complex user 
experiences, lengthy training, costly integrations, or long-term customizations. By leveraging PTC’s 
ThingWorx technology, PTC Navigate apps can be easily tailored and deployed to roles throughout an 
enterprise and extended to include data from multiple enterprise systems and even from smart, 
connected products via the organization’s IoT architecture. 

Concluding Remarks 
It’s unfortunate, but according to CIMdata’s research and experience many companies miss out on the 
true benefits an end-to-end PLM strategy and solution can provide. Why? Because too many PLM 
solutions are implemented with limited enterprise and end-to-end lifecycle capabilities, often becoming 
legacy, engineering-only systems that are complex, expensive, and never truly beneficial outside of the 
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engineering domain. With the introduction of PTC Navigate, PTC continues its efforts to make product 
data accessible to all enterprise product data stakeholders, no matter the system of record. The design 
principles employed by PTC for PTC Navigate promise to unlock the value of product data currently 
scattered throughout most enterprises’ information technology systems. The currently available apps can 
be deployed by users or groups to enable specific roles and tasks as needed. In addition, these apps can 
be quickly and easily tailored by adding data types and attributes suited to the specific roles and tasks as 
needed. PTC Navigate takes a fresh look at how product data should be accessed and consumed by all 
product data stakeholders, and promises to unleash product data to the enterprise in an intuitive, 
practical manner. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Company News 
ANSYS and Cornell Sponsor MOOC: A Hands-on Introduction to Engineering Simulations 
20 May 2016 

In this hands-on course, you’ll learn how to perform engineering simulations using a powerful tool from 
ANSYS, Inc. This is a problem-based course where you’ll learn by doing. The focus will be on 
understanding what’s under the blackbox so as to move beyond garbage-in, garbage-out. You’ll practice 
using a common solution approach to problems involving different physics: structural mechanics, fluid 
dynamics and heat transfer. 

We’ll solve textbook examples to understand the fundamental principles of finite-element analysis and 
computational fluid dynamics. Then we’ll apply these principles to simulate real-world examples in the 
tool including a bolted rocket assembly and a wind turbine rotor.We’ll discuss current industry practices 
with a SpaceX engineer. By working through examples in a leading simulation tool that professionals 
use, you’ll learn to move beyond button pushing and start thinking like an expert. 
This course teaches fundamental concepts and tool use in an integrated fashion using the power of 
online learning. All learners will have access to a free download of ANSYS Student. 
Register online now. 

Click here to return to Contents 

ANSYS Introduces New Versions of Free Software for Students 
18 May 2016 

From new free student products to the creation of transportation systems of the future to complimentary 
online engineering classes, ANSYS is showing its commitment to education in university classrooms 
and labs around the world – helping to deliver the promise of simulation-driven product development to 
the next generation of engineers. 

Engineering is changing under the forces of Industry 4.0, spanning from the promise of the Internet of 
Things, the use of composite materials and additive manufacturing, to automated factories and mass 
customization. Universities are at the forefront of research in these areas and realizing that traditional 
ways of teaching engineering are no longer sufficient. Leading engineering schools across the globe 
have embraced simulation tools and their ability to virtually explore these vastly increased product 
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development options to arrive at the designs of tomorrow. In fact, professors and students at all 25 of the 
best engineering schools ranked by US News & World Report are using ANSYS engineering simulation 
software. 
To help with this effort and to make simulation more accessible to all engineering students, the company 
has introduced new versions of its free ANSYS Student software. In addition to the newest upgrade of 
the existing ANSYS Student software, the company is now adding AIM Student, a new easy-to-use 
multiphysics engineering simulation environment. ANSYS Student has recently surpassed a record 
100,000 downloads from undergraduate and graduate students around the world. 
"ANSYS' mission is to help engineers develop the best possible products – and we are equally 
passionate about helping students become the best possible engineers," said Mark Hindsbo, vice 
president of marketing at ANSYS. "With the new release of our free ANSYS Student software and the 
addition of ANSYS AIM Student, we have the opportunity to take engineering simulation from the 
domain of a few specialists and put these powerful tools in the hands of every undergraduate student." 
But access to the solutions is not sufficient. Students and others now have the opportunity to learn more 
about this technology as part of Cornell University's massive open online course (MOOC) called "A 
Hands-on Introduction to Engineering Simulations." The MOOC will give tens of thousands of students 
worldwide an opportunity to learn skills that are regularly taught to the university's undergraduate 
engineering students on campus. The free course launches June 1 and will run for six weeks. 
Students are also getting an opportunity to acquire practical knowledge of simulation through the 
Hyperloop Pod Competition, in which teams from universities are creating working prototypes of the 
Hyperloop Pod vehicles. The Hyperloop is a concept for a revolutionary new high-speed system, where 
passengers travel in low-pressure tubes at speeds over 700 miles per hour. ANSYS is one of the main 
sponsors of the competition and has made its software and expertise available for free to the student 
participants. In fact, most of the finalists have used its engineering simulations software in their 
prototype development.   
"An important aspect of the Hyperloop is that there is no resistance to motion by friction as the 
Hyperloop Pod is levitated over the track inside the tube. The CMU Hyperloop team is using magnetic 
braking to decelerate our pod," said Siddhant Shivaram, a master's engineering student at Carnegie 
Mellon University. "In order to validate this approach, we are using ANSYS to simulate the system and 
understand the braking forces that can be generated by eddy currents induced on the I-rail track. The 
simulations have provided invaluable insights into the performance of our system, allowing us to 
optimize numerous aspects before we commit to the cost of a physical prototype." 

Click here to return to Contents 

Autodesk, Inc. Appoints BIMobject, Inc. its Exclusive Reseller in North America and Europe 
20 May 2016 

BIMobject, Inc., the North American subsidiary of BIMobject AB, announced today at The American 
Institute for Architects (AIA) convention in Philadelphia that Autodesk has appointed BIMobject its 
exclusive reseller in North America and Europe for new subscriptions of Autodesk® Seek, a cloud-
based building product content delivery system. 
Additionally, BIMobject is an early adopter of the Autodesk® Forge Platform, which consists of a set of 
Autodesk cloud services, APIs, and SDKs for developers to quickly create the data, apps, experiences, 
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and services that power the future of making things. BIMobject leverages Forge APIs for content 
creation and “on-the-fly” content configuration workflows. 
The Autodesk® Seek web service enables architects, engineers, construction professionals and other 
design professionals to quickly discover, preview, and download branded building information modeling 
(BIM) files, models, drawings, and product specifications for their active design sessions in Autodesk 
Revit® or AutoCAD® software. Autodesk’s new relationship with BIMobject will extend and 
strengthen the offerings available to customers. For building product manufacturers, Autodesk Seek 
offers a digital way to connect with the professional designers ultimately responsible for specifying and 
recommending their products for purchase. This will also, combined with the BIMobject Cloud, be the 
ultimate digital marketing channel for BIM objects. 
“This collaboration unites the most powerful set of building product content delivery tools ever 
compiled and delivers them to the global AEC community and Building Product Manufacturers. This is 
a historical day for the global commercial construction industry, and we are proud to announce our 
collaboration at the most important architectural expo of the year,” says Doug Bevill, President North 
America of BIMobject, Inc. 
“Collaboration with Autodesk Seek means that, we will together create a strong alliance that will shape 
the future of cloud based product information within the BIM process. The solutions we can offer 
together, to the global industry of Building Product Manufacturers, are second to none. BIMobject has 
been a committed App and content developer for Autodesk for many years, and our huge success with 
the BIMobject® App for Revit has been phenomenal. BIMobject will focus hard on this partnership in 
the US and also expand our use of the Autodesk Forge platform in order to make this a mutually 
successful and viable cooperation,” says Stefan Larsson, CEO and Founder of BIMobject AB. 
“Autodesk has a long history of providing a scalable and open platform in the AEC industry. As 
founding members of buildingSMART we are committed to a truly open and shareable BIM approach. 
We are delighted to work with BIMobject who will expand our Seek offerings to our customers and 
further enable these customers to access even richer content in Revit,” says Nicolas Mangon, VP of 
AEC Industry Strategy and Marketing. 

Click here to return to Contents 

eQ Technologic, Inc. Expands Its Partnership With Siemens PLM Software to Enhance Omneo SaaS 
Solution 
16 May 2016 
Today, eQ announced an expanded partnership with Siemens PLM Software to complement Siemens’ 
Omneo™ solution, which uses big data analytics for Product Performance Intelligence.  With this 
agreement, eQ will be able to use its revolutionary integration platform, eQube®-MI to aggregate 
critical business data and provide the output for efficient ingestion into Omneo using XML.  eQ will 
further enhance its market-reach to provide eQube® platform based solutions for big data analytics in 
companies using the Omneo solution from Siemens’ product lifecycle management (PLM) software 
business.  Over the past number of years, eQ has worked with Siemens PLM Software to provide robust 
business intelligence and integration solutions for Teamcenter® software deployments at customer 
locations around the world.  This agreement further augments eQ’s abilities to deliver big data analytics 
solutions for more customers in variety of industries. 
Omneo is a cloud based software-as-a-service (SaaS) solution that delivers the product performance 
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intelligence needed to make impactful decisions across a global value chain. By providing greater 
visibility into both products and supply chain performance, Omneo can easily identify and monitor 
supplier issues, prevent costly recalls, spot emerging trends, solve quality problems faster, and improve 
your customer’s experience. As part of the Siemens PLM Software portfolio, Omneo is backed by world 
class industry experience and trusted partners. 
For any big data analytics solution, efficient ingestion of massive data becomes a critical challenge.  
Many existing solutions require significant manual work to prep the data for ingestion.  eQ’s Digital 
Backbone, eQube-MI, has a proven track record to extract and transform data from many applications 
for integration purposes.  eQube-MI has Connectors to ERP, PLM, MES, QMS, CRM systems as well 
as for legacy systems.  It also has the capability to read streaming data in large volumes and to rapidly 
transform it for efficient ingestion in big data systems such as Omneo.  With this agreement, customers 
using eQube-MI deployment on-premise or on the cloud can leverage the core MI capabilities to 
aggregate streaming data or massive volumes of data or data in 1st class systems (such as Teamcenter, 
SAP, IFS, QMS, other legacy systems) for use in Omneo. 
We are excited to further expand our long-standing business relationship with Siemens PLM Software to 
now include eQube based solutions for Omneo big data analytics users. The strength of our two 
organizations working together will deliver significant value to our customers. We are confident that we 
will be able to deliver robust and scalable solutions for Omneo based on our eQube platform,” said 
Dinesh Khaladkar, President & CEO, eQ Technologic. 
“eQ’s eQube platform has a proven track record in the industry for complex systems integration and for 
enterprise business intelligence. We are excited that they are the first of our partners to directly support 
Omneo XML output from their products. Providing our customers flexibility and choice in efficient 
ways of connecting enterprise data sources for ingestion in Omneo is another example of our 
commitment to openness, and ultimately provides value to our customers,” said Stephen Bashada, 
Senior Vice President, Cloud Services, Siemens PLM Software.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Planview Accelerates Growth, Moves into New State-of-the-Art Austin Headquarters 
18 May 2016 

Planview has moved into a new, state-of-the-art headquarters facility in Austin, Texas. 

Planview’s new 51,000 square-foot facility, located at 12301 Research Blvd, at Research Park V, will 
accommodate Planview’s 200+ Austin-based employees and will allow for 50 percent incremental 
headcount growth. The new office brings together the company’s employees from previous locations at 
8300 North Mopac and 8601 Ranch Road 2222. 
“After completing two acquisitions in two years, we wanted one space to help our Austin-based 
employees come together in an efficient and inspiring environment and continue the innovation that has 
facilitated our growth,” said Planview CEO Greg Gilmore. “As we merge our two locations in Austin 
into one, we are proud to continue broadening our overall presence in one of the world’s greatest 
technology centers.” 
During a two-year time period, the company’s global footprint expanded from 250 to almost 600 
employees and revenue grew at a compound annual rate of 35 percent. The company expects to deliver 
over $150 million of revenue in 2016, with increasingly strong profitability. 
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Planview’s new facility features a modern working space with environmental considerations and 
amenities such as a coffee lounge, indoor bike racks, showers and numerous open collaboration rooms. 
Outside of the office space, employees can relax in the outdoor gathering area, complete with a private 
courtyard and barbecue grills, plus gain immediate access to several walking trails. 
“The new facility, with its look, feel and features, is a leap forward with respect to employee 
experience,” said Planview Chief Financial Officer Vic Chynoweth. “We recognize the significant time 
and dedication our employees orient toward making customers and the company successful, along with 
the diversity of how they work. We created an environment where people can work and engage in a 
multitude of ways and surroundings.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Pluralsight Partners with GoEngineer to Expand SOLIDWORKS Training Courses 
16 May 2016 

Pluralsight, the global leader in online learning for technology professionals, has teamed 
with GoEngineer, a leading reseller for SOLIDWORKS, to create 50 new SOLIDWORKS courses for 
CAD students of all levels by the end of 2016. With ten courses currently available and another 40 in the 
works, these lessons provide a professional framework that will help amateurs, professionals and entire 
organizations train quickly, with an intuitive online format guided by industry experts. 
“When engineers, designers and makers are inspired, technology evolves faster,” said Andy Rahden, 
Vice President of Creative, Design and Engineering at Pluralsight. “Now our subscribers can use 
GoEngineer’s 28 years of training experience as a stepping stone to better, more efficient designs, all at 
a price point that fits into their monthly budget.” 
This partnership signifies a deeper commitment to CAD learning for Pluralsight, which has already 
amassed over 4,700 online training courses. GoEngineer is set to contribute 20 more courses per year, 
with a focus on engineering training for users without much direct industry experience. 
Courses will be offered at the beginner, intermediate and advanced levels.  

Pluralsight currently offers more than 300+ hours of manufacturing and design-focused training, along 
with over 4,700 creative, dev and IT courses. New training is added daily, and you can watch 24 hours a 
day, seven days a week on any device. 

Click here to return to Contents 

PROSTEP Awarded for the OpenDXM GlobalX Outlook Integration 
19 May 2016 

The Outlook integration for PROSTEP's managed file transfer (MFT) solution OpenDXM GlobalX has 
been awarded the Industriepreis (Industry Award) by the "Initiative Mittelstand" for what is already the 
second time. The OpenDXM GlobalX Outlook integration ranked among the leading group of products 
and was awarded the distinction "Best of 2016". The integration makes sending confidential files of any 
size with real end-to-end encryption as simple as sending an e-mail and ensures compliance with 
company-specific rules relating to the secure data exchange. 
The Industriepreis is awarded annually by the publishing house Huber Verlag für Neue Medien in 
recognition of the economic, environmental, technological and social benefits offered by innovative 
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industrial products in a variety of categories. These include, among others, IT and software solutions 
that help simplify and automate processes and workflows in industrial companies. The products and 
solutions are evaluated by an independent jury of experts comprising professors, scientists, industry 
representatives and trade journalists. The award ceremony is held during Hanover trade fair (HMI). 
In 2014, the OpenDXM GlobalX Outlook integration already ranked among the leading group of 
products awarded the distinction "Best of 2014". Since then, PROSTEP has added a Windows Explorer 
integration to the MFT solution, which also enables the secure exchange of data with real end-to-end 
encryption via drag-and-drop in the Windows graphical user interface. "We are proud that OpenDXM 
GlobalX continues to rank among the most innovative software applications for industry," said Udo 
Hering, Head of Product Management, commenting on receiving the Industriepreis 2016. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Ridgetop Group Becomes Member of the Electronic System Design Alliance 
19 May 2016 

Ridgetop Group of Tucson, Ariz., has become a voting member of the Electronic System Design (ESD) 
Alliance (formerly the EDA Consortium), an international association of companies providing goods 
and services throughout the semiconductor design ecosystem. 
In joining the Alliance, Ridgetop Group, provider of advanced electronic prognostics and health 
management (PHM) solutions for electronic systems, semiconductor intellectual property (IP) blocks, 
and built-in self-test (BIST) solutions for critical applications, noted several initiatives that corresponded 
with its needs. They include the new Semiconductor IP Working Group to develop common 
methodology and best practices for IP fingerprinting, the Market Statistics Service (MSS) and the 
Export Committee that tracks licensing and compliance issues. 
"Ridgetop is an impressive company with a portfolio of equally impressive solutions and tools to 
improve performance and reliability of mission-critical electronic systems for companies in North 
America, Europe and Asia," comments Bob Smith, the ESD Alliance's executive director. "It is with 
great pleasure that the Alliance welcomes Ridgetop Group." 
Adds Doug Goodman, Ridgetop Group's president and chief executive officer (CEO): "The ESD 
Alliance's expanded mission and charter closely corresponds with Ridgetop's needs. Companies like 
ours throughout the Semiconductor design ecosystem need a common voice and committees to represent 
us. That's the ESD Alliance's value." 

Click here to return to Contents 

Siemens to Collaborate with HP Inc. to Elevate 3D Printing from Prototyping to Full Production 
17 May 2016 

Siemens today announced it is collaborating with HP Inc. to develop new solutions to transform additive 
manufacturing (AM) from a prototyping tool to full production utilization. The new technology will 
enable 3D printing of functional production parts that can be made from multiple materials in multiple 
colors. The new additive manufacturing offering will help drive the new and scalable Multi Jet Fusion™ 
technology and new HP Jet Fusion 3D printers. This combination will help enable designers and 
engineers to create products that go beyond today’s production limitations and that can be manufactured 
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at greatly increased speeds using 3D printing. Siemens’ new additive manufacturing offering will 
leverage the company’s comprehensive end-to-end design to production technology suite. Together with 
HP Multi Jet Fusion technology it is intended to allow unprecedented print control, including material 
characteristics down to the voxel-level, at speeds up to ten times faster and at half the cost of current 3D 
print systems. (A “voxel” is essentially a 3D pixel.) 
“Additive manufacturing technology is bringing about an industrial revolution in manufacturing, 
allowing business to use 3D printing to realize creativity and innovation in product development,” said 
Chuck Grindstaff, President and Chief Executive Officer, Siemens PLM Software. “HP’s new 3D 
printing technology driven by Siemens’ additive manufacturing software will provide engineers a new 
level of design freedom, customization and speed. Companies will be able develop products that 
perform better with less weight and more strength. They will be able to print assembly components as 
one part with varying characteristics, saving time and money while reducing the chance of 
manufacturing errors. These new capabilities will change how parts are made but more importantly how 
products are envisioned.” 
In order to make 3D printing a viable production alternative, the technology has to evolve in regards to 
speed, quality, and cost. Equally important, the data input for 3D printers has to also evolve, making 
software a critical component. Designers and engineers can only take full advantage of additive 
manufacturing if they can have control over part and material characteristics down to the voxel-level. 
This means having the ability to print parts with variable textures, density, strength and friction, as well 
as electrical and thermal characteristics. Voxel–level control at the printer could have a massive 
influence on what designers and engineers can do with product innovation and manufacturing. 
“For customers to take full advantage of HP’s new Multi Jet Fusion technology’s ability to control 
material and part characteristics at the voxel level, CAD/CAM/CAE systems have to support advanced 
design and analysis techniques,” said Stephen Nigro, president of HP’s 3D printing business. “Siemens 
software expertise in product lifecycle management combined with HP innovation will help elevate 3D 
printing from a prototyping solution into production.” 
Siemens’ goal is the industrialization of additive manufacturing. With a comprehensive offering that 
covers PLM software, integrated automation and manufacturing operations management Siemens 
supports machine builders and manufacturers to establish 3D printing as an integral production process. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Siemens and TCS Expand Partnership to Deliver Product Performance Intelligence through Big 
Data Analytics 
16 May 2016 

Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) and Siemens are leveraging their longstanding partnership to expand 
and enhance the delivery of big data analytics to the global manufacturing industry. 
Siemens’ product lifecycle management (PLM) software business will support TCS’ big data experts in 
the delivery and effective use of the Siemens Omneo™ Performance Analytics solution. By leveraging 
Omneo big data analytics, which is provided as a cloud-based software as a service (SaaS) offering, 
manufacturers will have the potential to unearth product performance intelligence that will enable them 
to identify and resolve complex product issues in seconds instead of days. Omneo creates a complete 
big-data picture of product performance by connecting, unifying and contextualizing big-data sources – 
such as PLM, enterprise resource planning (ERP), manufacturing execution systems (MES), quality 
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management systems (QMS), and customer relationship management (CRM) – into one easily 
accessible hub. 
TCS’ experience on the Omneo platform will bring extensive domain and global technology experience 
that will accelerate the process of continuous platform engineering and enrichment. This collaboration 
will build statistical tools and industrial solution accelerators to simplify and automate the processes on 
product performance intelligence. 
“Through its ability to analyze massive data combinations in seconds, our Omneo solution can help our 
customers reveal the hidden intelligence that pinpoints the source of product issues,” said Tony 
Hemmelgarn, Executive Vice President, Sales, Marketing and Service Delivery, Siemens PLM 
Software. “Combining the power of this cloud-based solution and our PLM expertise with the world-
class IT services, consulting, business, and big data expertise of TCS, we can help more manufacturers 
worldwide leverage big data to significantly improve product development efficiency and innovation.” 
“The rise of digital technologies including Big Data and the Internet of Things are driving radical 
changes across the manufacturing sector,” said Regu Ayyaswamy, Global Head of Engineering and 
Industrial services, Tata Consultancy Services. “Technologies like Siemens Omneo have the potential to 
revolutionize the manufacturing sector, giving businesses the ability to track and monitor product 
performance and then react accordingly.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Events News 
3D Systems and Partners to Showcase How End-to-End 3D Printing Solutions Are Transforming 
Industries at RAPID 2016 
13 May 2016 

3D Systems announced today that it will showcase how customers are using its end-to-end 3D printing 
solutions to optimize designs, enhance workflows, bring products to market faster and transform 
industries at the RAPID 2016 Conference and Exposition in Orlando, FL, May 16-19. 3D Systems’ 
technology and subject matter experts will be located at booths 211 and 112 of the Orange County 
Convention Center. 
3D Systems will be joined at RAPID 2016 by more than twenty of its valued partners, reflecting the 
breadth and depth of applications enabled by the company’s products and services. From service 
bureaus to resellers to technology collaborators, 3D Systems’ vast partner network is a key element of 
the company’s ecosystem, helping customers understand and access the full benefits of 3D printing. A 
comprehensive list of 3D Systems’ partners as well as their booth locations can be found on the website. 
In 1987, 3D Systems revolutionized how engineers design, test and validate their concepts with the 
launch of the SLA-1, the world’s first commercial 3D printer.  Today, 3D Systems provides a complete 
ecosystem encompassing 3D printers, print materials, software, on demand manufacturing services, and 
an extensive partner network to help a broadening range of customers improve their outcomes, and to 
accelerate the expansion of 3D printing from prototyping to production. 
Prime examples of 3D Systems’ end-to-end capabilities on display in booth 211 include the company’s 
precision healthcare and medical 3D printing solutions. 3D Systems’ healthcare experts will lead hour-
long tours through the booth, showcasing how doctors are using 3D printed devices and 
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implants, Virtual Surgical Planning and immersive surgical simulation to revolutionize medical 
procedures and training. Tours will also discuss recent healthcare success stories, including the case 
of eight-year-old Grace Kabelenga, whose unprecedented craniofacial reconstruction was made possible 
through the coordinated use of multiple 3D Systems technologies. Medical exhibit tours of booth 211 
will be held Wednesday, May 18, at 2:00 PM and Thursday, May 19, at 10:30 AM. 
Alongside its healthcare solutions, 3D Systems will feature a full range of its 3D printing, scanning, and 
software technologies in booth 211. Product demonstrations will illustrate the unique advantages of 
these technologies and how they can be integrated for an end-to-end solution, spanning from digital file 
to physical part.  
“3D printing is so much more than just printers,” said Cathy Lewis, Executive Vice President and Chief 
Marketing Officer, 3D Systems. “From our comprehensive surgical solutions to our installations into 
automated production environments, our unique ecosystem is helping customers boost their 
productivity, improve their business and transform their industry.” 
In booth 112, visitors will find 3D Systems’ on demand parts manufacturing, Quickparts®, providing 
advanced prototyping and production solutions using traditional and additive technologies, materials and 
finishing options. Connecting designers, engineers and manufacturers with a global team of parts 
production experts, 3D Systems’ on demand service provides immediate access to the company’s 
comprehensive range of advanced technologies. In addition to full prototyping and production solutions, 
3D Systems offers ITAR-, AS9100C- and ISO 9001:2008-certified facilities for aviation, aerospace and 
defense applications as well as ISO 13485-certified facilities for healthcare solutions. 3D Systems’ on 
demand parts services is available worldwide and features instant online quoting. 
3D Systems will also present on key topics in advanced manufacturing as part of the RAPID 2016 
workshop series, including: 

• Regulatory and Quality System Considerations for 3D Printed Medical Devices. Kim 
Torluemke, Vice President of Quality & Regulatory, Healthcare, 3D Systems, will discuss the 
growing field of precision healthcare and the considerations necessary in developing medical 
solutions to improve patient outcomes. This workshop will take place Monday, May 16, from 
8:00 AM to 2:00 PM. 

• Direct Metal Printing: Current Manufacturing Applications and Future Potential. Sandeep Rana, 
Vice President DMP Product Management, 3D Systems, will talk about existing and anticipated 
opportunities for direct metal printing in the manufacturing environment. To learn more about 
DMP, join Rana on Tuesday, May 17, from 2:15 PM to 2:40 PM. 

• Scan2Print in partnership with FARO Technologies. This collaborative workshop will 
demonstrate the efficiency enhancements and productivity gains the scan-to-print workflow can 
offer in the industrial setting. This session will take place on Tuesday, May 17, from 5:00 PM to 
8:00 PM. Visitors interested in attending are invited to pre-register today. 

“Our industry is evolving rapidly. We are continuing to strengthen the products, services and 
partnerships within our ecosystem to help our customers meet the challenges of the future. Events like 
RAPID give us the opportunity not only to share our latest advancements, but to see the full impact and 
reach of our technology across the show floor,” concluded Lewis. 

Click here to return to Contents 
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Modultek B.V. Announces September PLM Event 
17 May 2016 

Modultek B.V. invites Dutch manufacturing companies to a PLM event in September. Come and find 
out how you can make future simpler with PLM! 
The seminar will take place in Groenlo 15th September at NEDAP premises. For more information, 
please contact barber.maathuis(at)modultek.com. 

Click here to return to Contents 

MSC Software to Sponsor RoboBusiness Robotics Conference in Denmark  
18 May 2016 

MSC Software Corporation today announced that it will be a proud sponsor of RoboBusiness Europe, an 
international robotics event that connects cutting-edge solution providers, end-users, and new business 
partners to accelerate the growth of the industry. 
The conference will be held on June 1-3 in Odense, Denmark, at the Odense Congress Center. MSC 
Software will be in located in the Exhibit area together with RoboValley, a hub for innovators in the 
field of robotics. MSC will provide demonstration examples of robot simulations that analyze the 
performance, speed, and control logic of robot components and systems in early design stages so 
engineers can make better decisions. Also presented will be software bundles for professors teaching 
robotics courses, free student editions, and software for researchers. 
Topics presented will include: 

• Designing High Performance Robots through Engineering Simulation 

• Developing Future Robotics Engineers with Skills in Simulation/Computer Aided Engineering 
"With the rapid growth in robotics innovation around the world and across applications, the role of 
engineering simulation becomes critical to designing high performing robots faster and at less cost," said 
Leslie Bodnar, Vice President of Global Marketing at MSC Software. "Our mission is put the right 
simulation technology and best practices into the hands of all stakeholders – from robot makers and 
researchers to professors and students. We are excited to participate in RoboBusiness Europe and to 
continue developing future robotic simulation engineers." 

Click here to return to Contents 

OpenText Sets the Stage for the Future of Information at Enterprise World 2016 
16 May 2016 

OpenText™ today announced its 2016 Enterprise World user conference. The annual event, now in its 
eighteenth year, will be held in Nashville, TN at the Gaylord Opryland Resort & Convention Center 
from July 11-14, 2016. Featuring keynote addresses from OpenText CEO and CTO Mark J. 
Barrenechea, and special guest Colonel Chris Hadfield, the event will provide attendees with their 
visions on the future of information, and a practical roadmap to leverage the new opportunities in the 
digital world. 
Technology Innovations are impacting every aspect of life and fundamentally changing the way 
organizations operate. In every industry, competitors are taking advantage of new platforms, tools, and 
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integrations to challenge incumbents. OpenText Enterprise World explores the latest trends in the digital 
landscape and prepares attendees for success in the digital world. 
"In the digital world, we are all Information Companies. At Enterprise World 2016 in Nashville, 
OpenText highlights OpenText Release 16 customers' digital transformations and the insight and value 
of the next generation of Information Analytics to showcase the power that information holds," said 
OpenText CEO and CTO Mark J. Barrenechea. "OpenText Release 16 is the digital platform for 
customers looking to consolidate content management, analytics, application and business network 
information on one platform to derive value from all their unstructured information. Our customers have 
spent the last decade putting data into these systems and at Enterprise World we will demonstrate how 
OpenText Release 16 can help them get that information out." 
OpenText Enterprise World 2016 will also welcome retired Canadian astronaut, Col. Chris Hadfield, to 
the main stage. As a heavily decorated astronaut, engineer, and pilot, Hadfield was the first Canadian to 
walk in space. While in space, Hadfield embraced the digital world and built a social media presence 
that includes more than 1,500,000 Twitter followers, and one of the top Reddit AMA threads of all time. 
Col. Hadfield will explore the commitment, sacrifice, and hard work that allowed him to achieve his 
dreams, and the valuable lessons he has learned during a career spanning more than 20 years. 
OpenText Enterprise World 2016 will feature more sessions than ever before with more than  
200 targeted breakouts including roadmap & strategy sessions, interactive workshops, expert panels and 
customer roundtables focused on cloud, security, collaboration, compliance, analytics and more. The 
Innovation Lab will allow customers to evaluate new OpenText technology, to collaborate, and to 
influence future product development; the Developer Lab will guide users to build applications with the 
OpenText Engineering team in Beginner, Intermediate and Advanced sessions; and the EXPO will 
provide an opportunity to connect with OpenText partners, EIM experts and customers. 
Sessions focus on EIM, Cloud, Analytics, Business Networks and other key elements of the digital 
world. Highlights include: 

• Exploring Release 16: Explore the features and enhancements of OpenText Release 16, a single 
platform that manages and analyzes the entire flow of information, addressing key areas of the 
user experience, machine-to-machine integration, automation and other aspects of the digital 
organization. 

• Understanding Big Data Analytics: Explaining the concepts, architecture and secrets behind big 
data analytics including columnar databases, calculations in-database, algorithms, complex 
segmentation and high performance. 

• OpenText Cloud Strategy and Offerings: Learn about the OpenText Cloud options for 
organizations directly from the teams that provide them. 

Customers can also join OpenText for hands-on, interactive training sessions (July 9-11, 2016), which 
will provide detailed instruction from OpenText experts, educators, and developers on OpenText's 
solutions. Options are available for one, two or three-day sessions. 

Click here to return to Contents 

PTC to Host LiveWorx 2016, Internet of Things Business Event 
17 May 2016 
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PTC today announced that it will be hosting LiveWorx 2016 on June 6-9 in the growing IoT hub of 
Boston. The premier Internet of Things (IoT) business event will feature industry leaders, 
groundbreaking technology, and real-world use cases highlighting the possibilities of the IoT. 
The award-winning LiveWorx® event will bring the IoT from concept to reality and will feature leaders 
who are shaping the future with IoT innovation and technology and transforming their businesses to gain 
a competitive edge in the marketplace. Attendees will include thousands of professionals from around 
the world who design, manufacture, and service today’s products, as well as those who develop the 
applications and experiences that will unleash the future potential of those things. 
In addition to inspiring keynotes, hundreds of breakout sessions, customer testimonials, skill-building 
training sessions, and more, LiveWorx 2016 will feature the Xtropolis expo hall, where attendees will be 
the first to experience hands-on demonstrations of groundbreaking IoT and augmented reality (AR) 
technologies. This year’s event is sponsored by industry-leading technology and solution providers, 
including Accenture and Deloitte. 
Keynote speakers will include: 

• Joseph Gordon-Levitt, actor and founder of hitRECord 

• Adam Savage and Jamie Hyneman, co-hosts and executive producers of the hit Discovery 
Channel TV show MythBusters 

• David Pogue, host of NOVA ScienceNow and founder of Yahoo Tech 

• Colin Angle, chairman, CEO, and co-founder of iRobot Corporation 

• Dr. Michael Porter, Harvard Business School professor 

• Jim Heppelmann, president and CEO, PTC and co-author with Dr. Michael Porter of a series of 
Harvard Business Review articles on smart, connected products 

LiveWorx 2016 attendees can choose from the following tracks designed to provide tailored and 
relevant content. 

• Design – Design leaders from engineering to retail and product development will learn how to 
tap into connected devices and harness the data produced to reduce rework costs and improve 
development costs, collaboration, and time-to-market. This track also includes sessions created 
exclusively for retailers. 

• Develop – Application and solution development leaders will take a fresh look at the latest 
technologies, IoT coding approaches, real-world applications, and development management 
approaches. 

• Manufacture – Manufacturing and operations leaders will learn how the IoT can make 
production smoother than ever before by driving production efficiency, improving quality and 
performance, reducing risk, and more. 

• Service – Service leaders will learn how to harness the power of the IoT to reduce service 
time/costs and increase efficiency. Discuss topics such as optimizing remote monitoring and 
analytics processes, improving product quality, pinpointing product issues, and preventing 
system disruptions and product failures. 

Develop@LiveWorx offers software developers, product designers, and engineers the opportunity to get 
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hands-on with IoT technologies. Registered attendees in the O’Reilly IoT Learning Lab will work with 
technology experts to prototype an IoT and AR application in just three hours using Raspberry Pi 3 and 
other device hardware. Available to all, this specialized track provides real-life experience with AR and 
the IoT, demonstrating how these technologies are no longer emerging, but gaining more and more 
value across all industries. 
"The Internet of Things touches all aspects of business and society. And with it, the transformation of 
our world is no longer about if, but when. As the digital and physical worlds combine to create a new 
reality, companies must reevaluate and redefine how they create, operate, and service products and 
systems," said Jim Heppelmann, president and CEO, PTC. "Through hands-on demos and thought-
provoking content, LiveWorx 2016 will bring together the community of industry pioneers defining the 
future of the IoT. Over the course of four days, LiveWorx attendees will have the opportunity to 
experience the IoT like nowhere else – and like never before." 
Register online today using the promotional code MassIoT to receive a 20 percent discount off an all-
access LiveWorx pass. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Financial News 
Autodesk First Quarter Results Driven by Strong Subscription Additions 
19 May 2016 

First Quarter Fiscal 2017 

• Total subscriptions increased 132,000 from the fourth quarter of fiscal 2016 to 2.71 million at the 
end of the first quarter. New model subscriptions increased 140,000 from the fourth quarter of 
fiscal 2016 to 567,000. 

• Total annualized recurring revenue (ARR) was $1.44 billion, an increase of 9 percent compared 
to the first quarter last year as reported, and 12 percent on a constant currency basis. New model 
ARR was $308 million and increased 71 percent compared to the first quarter last year as 
reported, and 76 percent on a constant currency basis. 

• Deferred revenue increased 32 percent to $1.52 billion, compared to $1.15 billion in the first 
quarter last year. 

• Revenue was $512 million, a decrease of 21 percent compared to the first quarter last year as 
reported, and 17 percent on a constant currency basis. During Autodesk's business model 
transition, revenue is negatively impacted as more revenue is recognized ratably rather than up 
front and as new offerings generally have a lower initial purchase price. 

• Total GAAP spend (cost of revenue plus operating expenses) was $667 million, an increase of 7 
percent compared to the first quarter last year. A charge of $52 million for a previously 
announced restructuring was recorded in the first quarter of fiscal 2017. 

• Total non-GAAP spend was $539 million, a decrease of 2 percent compared to the first quarter 
last year. A reconciliation of GAAP to non-GAAP results is provided in the accompanying 
tables. 
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• GAAP diluted net loss per share was $(0.77). GAAP diluted net income per share was $0.08 in 
the first quarter last year. 

• Non-GAAP diluted net loss per share was $(0.10), compared to non-GAAP diluted net income 
per share of $0.30 in the first quarter last year. 

"We had a strong first quarter, which builds on last quarter's momentum and is a great start to the fiscal 
year," said Carl Bass, Autodesk president and CEO. "Our customers and partners continue to embrace 
Autodesk's transition to a subscription-based business model and cloud-based software. We continue to 
diligently control our costs while investing in the transition. We're striking a healthy balance in 
achieving both short-term and long-term goals." 

First Quarter Operational Overview 
"Our first quarter results demonstrate the success we are having with our business model transition," 
said Scott Herren, Autodesk Chief Financial Officer. "In addition to terrific subscription growth for the 
quarter, we experienced strong growth in new model ARR and deferred revenue. Revenue decreased, as 
expected, while recurring revenue jumped significantly to 70 percent of total revenue." 
Total subscriptions were 2.71 million, a net increase of 132,000 from the fourth quarter of fiscal 2016. 
Under which, new model subscriptions (product (formerly titled Desktop), enterprise flexible license, 
and cloud subscription) were 567,000, a net increase of 140,000. The increase in new model 
subscriptions was led by product subscription. Maintenance subscriptions were 2.14 million, a net 
decrease of 8,000 from the fourth quarter of fiscal 2016. 
Total ARR for the first quarter increased 9 percent to $1.44 billion compared to the first quarter last year 
as reported, and 12 percent on a constant currency basis. New model ARR was $308 million and 
increased 71 percent compared to the first quarter last year as reported, and 76 percent on a constant 
currency basis. Maintenance ARR was $1.13 billion and decreased 1 percent compared to the first 
quarter last year as reported, and increased 2 percent on a constant currency basis. Total recurring 
revenue in the first quarter was 70 percent of total revenue compared to 51 percent of total revenue in 
the first quarter last year. 
As a reminder, during the business model transition, revenue has been and will be negatively impacted 
as more revenue is recognized ratably rather than up front and as new product offerings generally have a 
lower initial purchase price. As part of the business model transition, Autodesk discontinued new 
perpetual license sales for most individual products at the end of the fourth quarter of fiscal 2016. 
Revenue in the Americas was $218 million, a decrease of 11 percent compared to the first quarter last 
year as reported, and 10 percent on a constant currency basis. EMEA revenue was $203 million, a 
decrease of 17 percent compared to the first quarter last year as reported, and 11 percent on a constant 
currency basis. Revenue in APAC was $92 million, a decrease of 42 percent compared to the first 
quarter last year as reported, and 39 percent on a constant currency basis. 
Revenue from our Architecture, Engineering and Construction (AEC) business segment was $219 
million, a decrease of 8 percent compared to the first quarter last year. Revenue from our Manufacturing 
business segment was $158 million, a decrease of 14 percent compared to the first quarter last year. 
Revenue from our Platform Solutions and Emerging Business (PSEB) segment was $100 million, a 
decrease of 46 percent compared to the first quarter last year. Revenue from our Media and 
Entertainment (M&E) business segment was $35 million, a decrease of 12 percent compared to the first 
quarter last year. 
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Business Outlook 

The following are forward-looking statements based on current expectations and assumptions, and 
involve risks and uncertainties some of which are set forth below under "Safe Harbor." Autodesk's 
business outlook for the second quarter and full year fiscal 2017 assumes, among other things, a 
continuation of the current economic environment and foreign exchange currency rate environment. A 
reconciliation between the fiscal 2017 GAAP and non-GAAP estimates is provided below or in the 
tables following this press release. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Implementation Investments 
CIRCOR International Selects aPriori for Product Cost Management 
19 May 2016 

aPriori, a provider of product cost management (PCM) software solutions, has been selected by 
CIRCOR International Inc., a leading global manufacturer of valves and other highly engineered 
products and sub-systems used in the energy, aerospace and industrial markets. The company plans to 
deploy aPriori’s software in both its Energy and Aerospace & Defense groups to identify and prioritize 
cost savings opportunities at the product design stage, including its growing engineer-to-order business. 

CIRCOR Aerospace & Defense designs, develops and manufactures specialty fluidic control, actuation, 
and electro-mechanical products for demanding aerospace and defense applications. CIRCOR Energy 
provides integrated flow control solutions such as highly engineered valves, fittings, pipeline products 
and services, and associated products, for critical and severe service applications in the oil and gas, 
power generation and process markets. 
“aPriori will enable us to identify costs before they get built into parts and products, eliminating both 
unnecessary expense and cycle time,” said Nick Williams, V.P Engineering at CIRCOR. “The increased 
visibility enables us to better meet our customers’ needs, especially in engineer to order, where 
understanding the cost impact of design decisions is so critical to both customer satisfaction and 
profitability.” 
The aPriori product cost management platform provides manufacturers with real-time cost information 
on parts and complete products. The software leverages CAD and intelligent cost models to quickly 
determine feasible manufacturing methods and product costs while generating detailed manufacturing 
analysis and cost estimates that quantify the impact of changes to product design, materials, 
manufacturing processes, volumes and location in real time. aPriori also enables manufacturers to 
leverage product cost data hosted in other enterprise applications to communicate product cost 
information between all functional organizations involved in product definition and delivery. This 
includes the import of complex engineering Bills of Materials (BOMs) from ERP, PLM and other 
enterprise applications. aPriori also incorporates robust business intelligence capabilities that provide 
intuitive, role-based insights for design, engineering, manufacturing, value-engineering and sourcing 
executives and managers. 
“CIRCOR competes on its ability to meet customer demand for highly engineered parts and systems and 
these products present unique manufacturing and cost management challenges,” said Stephanie Feraday, 
president and CEO of aPriori. “By integrating detailed product cost management early in its design and 
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development process, CIRCOR can deliver higher service levels and gain an important advantage over 
its competition, while also improving their profitability.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

DowAksa Selects AVEVA Software to Enhance Engineering Data and Increase Operational 
Efficiency 
19 May 2016 

AVEVA announced today that DowAksa (DowAksa ileri Kompozit Malzemeler Sanayi Ltd. Sti.) has 
standardised on AVEVA’s Integrated Engineering & Design solution. Established in 2012, DowAksa 
develops and globally markets a broad range of products and technical services to support the growing 
carbon-fiber-based composites industry.  
DowAksa needed to increase the efficiency and integration of engineering and design works for its 
existing facilities and future projects. 
“We needed to improve quality and integration of engineering data and increase efficiency across 
departments. One of our key goals is to save money for our customers, and that means making savings at 
every stage of processes. Key to this is quickly and cost-effectively completing projects that improve our 
cost structure. So we had to become more efficient in project execution,” said DowAksa Turkey General 
Manager Betül Sadıkoğlu. “AVEVA presented an integrated approach that we can mandate to our 
projects, and which enables us to incrementally add new disciplines as we need them.” 
Sadıkoğlu added, “AVEVA has a great track record of working with a number of leading EPCs and 
Owner Operators in Turkey, as many have standardised on AVEVA software including; Tupras, Enka, 
Calik Enerji, Rönesans Heavy Industry, Promer and Tekfen Engineering. This provided us with the 
assurance that AVEVA has local expertise, contacts and insights that will support our business 
objectives.” 
Thomas Branden, Senior Vice President – OO Sales, AVEVA said, “Every Owner Operator in the 
Chemical industry wants to increase efficiency and ultimately save money. DowAksa’s move to 
AVEVA’s Integrated Engineering & Design enables a fast, reliable and easy exchange of information. 
DowAksa can confidently take on plant modification projects and new projects, keeping its engineering 
and design information up-to-date as they progress,” continued Mr. Branden. 
DowAksa is a large-scale, full-service, fully integrated provider of carbon fiber solutions for industrial 
applications in today’s transportation, infrastructure and energy markets. Very strong and lightweight, 
carbon-fiber-based materials are used in a variety of applications where weight savings, emissions 
reduction, durability and energy efficiency are key performance factors.   
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French Luxury Brand ZILLI® Selects YuniquePLM to Maintain Commitment to the Highest Levels 
of Quality and Fuel Growth 
18 May 2016 

Internationally renowned French luxury brand, best known for its selection of high-quality leatherwear, 
ZILLI will implement Gerber Technology’s YuniquePLM® software system as it furthers its expansion 
beyond Europe into the Middle East and China. Since 1965, ZILLI has been committed to small-scale, 
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high quality production with bespoke, made-to-measure selections for both men and women. 
The company offers luxury goods appointed with the finest materials; from exotic skins such as python, 
peccary, kangaroo, mink and crocodile hides to mother of pearl and solid gold. To date, ZILLI is still 
family run and crafts everything by hand in France and more recently at their facility in Italy. ZILLI has 
expanded both its presence in the global market along with its product lines; the brand offering include 
shirts, leather apparel for men and women, outdoor gear, accessories, shoes, belts, luggage, jewelry and 
eyewear. ZILLI will employ YuniquePLM throughout its full product offerings. 
Mrs. Claudine Robinet, CFO at ZILLI, expressed, “Our decision to select YuniquePLM stemmed from 
their team of experts and class leading product that will allow us to realize benefits in a short amount of 
time. We look forward to centralizing our data and introducing greater visibility and collaboration to our 
teams.” Claudine continued, “As we expand our presence geographically as well as our product 
offerings, we must stay true to our original founding mission of providing the finest bespoke goods. 
YuniquePLM will help us achieve greater efficiency and maintain our longstanding commitment to 
quality.” 
Bill Brewster, vice president and general manager of Enterprise SW Solutions said, “We commend 
ZILLI on their unwavering dedication to producing the highest quality products. With a ‘fast start’ 
implementation, YuniquePLM will enable ZILLI to unify their people, processes and business to help 
decision makers make quicker, better-informed product line decisions and execute with the highest 
efficiency.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Grupo M Selects NGC’s Fashion PLM Software 
16 May 2016 

NGC Software today announced that Grupo M, the Western Hemisphere’s largest apparel manufacturer, 
has selected NGC’s PLM software. Grupo M chose NGC’s PLM platform to drive innovation and 
efficiency for its rapidly growing business. 
Grupo M has more than 10,000 employees in the Dominican Republic and Haiti and produces more than 
20 million garments a year and 220,000 pounds of fabric each week. Grupo M built its business based 
on high standards of customer service, attention to detail and quality, and ethical manufacturing; the 
company’s customers include the largest retailers and brands in the world. 
With NGC’s software, Grupo M aims to raise the bar even higher, relying on NGC’s fashion PLM for 
further productivity improvements throughout its complex organization. NGC’s PLM will provide 
Grupo M with key capabilities such as Line Planning, Tech Packs, Digital Asset Management, Material 
Development, Sampling, Costing, and Testing and Compliance. Features such as workflow calendars, 
global collaboration and exception dashboards further improve communication while ensuring that key 
deadlines are met. 
“Grupo M is an innovator in apparel manufacturing, and their selection of NGC validates our leadership 
position in fashion PLM,” said Mark Burstein, president of sales, marketing and R&D, NGC Software. 
“We look forward to working with Grupo M to help them reduce lead times by streamlining every area 
of product design and development.” 

Click here to return to Contents 
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MSC Apex Helps Leading Bus & Coach Manufacturer to Reduce Critical CAE Modeling Time by 
Weeks 
16 May 2016 

MSC Software Corporation, a global leader in helping product manufacturers to advance their 
engineering methods with simulation software and services, today announced that Alexander Dennis 
Limited (ADL), UK´s leading bus and coach manufacturer, is using MSC Apex Modeler to aid in the 
design and development of the company’s single and double deck bus range. 
Steve Wheeldon B.Eng (Hons), Structural Engineer at Alexander Dennis Limited, based in 
Skelmersdale, Lancashire, has been using MSC Apex Modeler for over 12 months to expedite the CAD 
geometry clean-up and meshing process as part of the preparation required for carrying out Finite 
Element Analysis (FEA) on bus chassis frames and body structures. 

“MSC Apex has helped us to significantly reduce the time to prepare simulation ready models. The 
weeks we save provides us valuable time to focus on product improvement and other important aspects 
of the business,” said Mr. Wheeldon. 

Regarding the software usability, he comments further: “The tutorial videos and documents embedded 
within the MSC Apex software allow the user to become quickly proficient in its use without the need 
for any formal training. The menu layout and visual aesthetics are also excellent, making the software 
very intuitive and user friendly." 

Click here to return to Contents 

Product News 
ANSYS Introduces First Big Data and Machine Learning System for Engineering Simulation 
19 May 2016 

ANSYS has married the advanced computer science of elastic computing, big data and machine learning 
to the physics-based world of engineering simulation – offering the industry a first look at the future of 
product development. Available today, the unique ANSYS®  SeaScape™ architecture enables 
organizations to innovate faster than the ever. ANSYS®  SeaHawk™ is the first product taking 
advantage of this new platform capability to deliver accelerated design optimization of next-generation 
chips.   
Engineering simulation generates tremendous amounts of data – far more than most organizations can 
effectively leverage for future product designs. A typical integrated circuit, for example, has billions of 
variables that can be simulated. At the same time the highly specialized engineering supercomputing 
resources are not keeping pace with the demand for even higher fidelity simulations needed for 
increasingly complex products. By leveraging such big data technologies as elastic compute and map 
reduce, SeaScape provides an infrastructure to address these issues in the context of almost any 
engineering design objective. These results provide more useful insight to product developers early in 
the design process so they can more quickly innovate their offerings. ANSYS has collaborated with Intel 
Corporation to optimize SeaScape to take full advantage of the many-core Intel® Xeon® processor and 
Intel® Xeon Phi™ processor families. 
The first product on the SeaScape infrastructure, SeaHawk, dramatically transforms electronic product 
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design through significant improvements in simulation coverage, turnaround times and analysis 
flexibility. The combination of big data techniques and ANSYS' proven simulation capabilities arms 
SeaHawk users with a broad range of capabilities to reduce size of the chip and its power consumption 
without sacrificing performance or schedule constraints. Early users have realized an average of 5 
percent reduction in die size, which could result in millions of dollars of savings during production. 
"Die size and development time reduction are targets that electronic design engineers have pursued with 
marginal success given the limitations of today's in-design solutions," said John Lee, general manager, 
ANSYS. "ANSYS SeaHawk bridges the in-design and sign-off needs by bringing unprecedented 
simulation performance and design insights without sacrificing sign-off accuracy and coverage. We're 
excited to offer SeaHawk to the EDA industry today and equally excited to offer other SeaScape-based 
products across our entire simulation portfolio in the future." 
Using flexible low-memory compute infrastructures, SeaHawk – which is available now for customer 
engagements – has demonstrated significant performance and turnaround time improvements. Those 
rapid insights help to drive in-design optimization. ANSYS is bringing its gold standard sign-off 
simulation power to now also benefit the earlier stages of the chip development cycle. 
"The performance increases ANSYS SeaHawk delivers for engineering simulations enable users to 
freely optimize and innovate designs without constraints," said Hugo Saleh, director of marketing, High 
Performance Computing Platform Group at Intel Corporation. "The collaboration between Intel and 
ANSYS continues to deliver innovation and performance for our respective customers, providing great 
value and performance for reduced time to results. Together with ANSYS we're delivering leading 
simulation capabilities to market utilizing the Intel® Scalable System Framework." 

Click here to return to Contents 

CADLearning Announces Training Titles for Autodesk 2017, Including Support for 13 New Products 
18 May 2016 

4D Technologies, a leading developer of innovative, on-demand learning content and education delivery 
tools, is pleased to release its list of Autodesk 2017 education and training modules in development by 
CADLearning for use with 4D Technologies learning portals. The new interactive microlearning 
modules will be released over the next few months to reflect updates to the Autodesk 2017 product line. 
CADLearning is also developing thirteen new training modules in addition to updated tutorials 
reflecting product updates to popular titles such as AutoCAD, Revit and Maya, as well as new Autodesk 
titles including the much-anticipated Autodesk Advanced Steel and Autodesk Stingray. 
"We provide the most in-depth and diverse learning material for Autodesk users,” says Matt Murphy, 
CADLearning Senior Director of Product Strategy. "The move toward rapid deployment of Autodesk 
product releases requires that content is not only kept up-to-date, but that it is easily searchable, 
accessible and consumable, offering a more flexible and personalized learning experience for today’s 
design professionals." 
As an Autodesk Authorized Publisher and premier learning partner for Autodesk, CADLearning is the 
creator of the largest video tutorial library in the world dedicated to Autodesk software. Each course also 
includes exercise files, assessments, and plug-ins, providing full support of various self-paced learning 
styles and environments. 
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FARO Releases High-Resolution 3D ScanArm for Reverse Engineering and CAD-Based Design 
Applications 
16 May 2016 

FARO Technologies, Inc. announces the launch of the FARO® Design ScanArm, a portable 3D 
scanning solution tailored for 3D modeling, reverse engineering, and CAD-based design applications 
across the product lifecycle management (PLM) process. 
As a limited-time promotional offer, the FARO Design ScanArm will be bundled with 3D System's® 
Geomagic® software at a reduced launch price. The available software options have capabilities that 
range from an automatic meshing software that delivers ready-to-use files without any post-processing 
to a full-featured reverse engineering software that combines history-based CAD with 3D scan data to 
create feature-based, editable solid models compatible with all major CAD platforms. 
The FARO Design ScanArm is portable 3D scanning solution tailored for 3D modeling, reverse 
engineering, and CAD-based design applications across the product lifecycle management (PLM) 
process. 
The FARO Design ScanArm features optically-superior blue laser technology with fast scanning speed 
to deliver high-resolution point cloud data and the ability to seamlessly scan challenging materials 
without the need for spray or targets. 
The FARO Design ScanArm provides a turnkey solution that allows users to quickly digitize any part or 
object, easily design or modify reverse engineered models, create manufacturing-ready CAD models, 
and verify design intent of prototype products. 
"The FARO Design ScanArm was purposefully-engineered to meet the needs of the Product Design 
market," stated Dr. Simon Raab, President and CEO of FARO Technologies. "By combining FARO's 
best-in-class 3D scanning technology with 3D System's Geomagic software offerings, the Design 
ScanArm provides a turnkey solution that allows users to quickly digitize any part or object, easily 
design or modify reverse engineered models, create manufacturing-ready CAD models, and verify 
design intent of prototype products." 
The FARO Design ScanArm features optically-superior blue laser technology with fast scanning speed 
to deliver high-resolution point cloud data and the ability to seamlessly scan challenging materials 
without the need for spray or targets. The device is lightweight and maneuverable for convenient 
desktop mounting in the design studio or engineering lab. The Design ScanArm features a simplified 
user interface that makes it easy to operate regardless of skill level or 3D scanning experience. 
Dr. Raab added, "Through a deep understanding of our customers' workflows we can ensure that 
FARO's solutions are optimized for application-specific demands and, as such, our customers are not 
forced to pay for features that do not add value to their processes. It is this engineering philosophy that 
allows the Design ScanArm to be aggressively priced for rapid return on investment without sacrificing 
any required technical capability." 
The FARO Design ScanArm is the ideal 3D scanning solution for any organization that may have the 
need to manufacture parts without existing CAD models, develop aftermarket products that need to fit 
tightly with existing products, reverse engineer legacy parts for design changes or replacement, create 
digital libraries to decrease inventory and warehouse costs, design aesthetically pleasing, freeform 
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surfaces, or leverage the power of rapid prototyping. 
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ModuleWorks Launches New CNC Solution 
17 May 2016 

ModuleWorks launched “exocam powered by ModuleWorks” at the 2016 Chicago Lab Day. 

exocam powered by ModuleWorks combines the exocad nesting module with the easy-to-use 
ModuleWorks Dental Framework. Dental Framework is a dental CAM-engine that performs toolpath 
calculations and outputs the corresponding NC file. It uses machining templates in the form of xml 
scripts for efficient and flexible implementation, and contains a complete toolset library for 
manufacturing a wide spectrum of dental indications. The integrated kernel, which is used for the 
toolpath calculations, provides high performance 3-Axis and 5-Axis CAM features for enhanced 
machining strategies in dental milling and grinding applications. Dental Framework can be featured with 
optional machine and material removal simulations. 
The exocad-exocam environment offers an open interface for loading CAD files designed in exocad 
(*.dentalCAD) or other CAD software (*.stl) and a high performance integrated CAM-engine with 
verified machining template to deliver a complete dental CAM product that boosts efficiency and 
productivity in dental labs and milling centers. 
exocam powered by ModuleWorks is intended for dental CNC machine resellers and manufacturers, and 
the first sales agreements were negotiated and signed at the Chicago Lab Day. 
“We are delighted with the positive reception of this new high-performance dental CNC application”, 
says Yavuz Murtezaoglu, Managing Director of ModuleWorks. “The flexible and comprehensive 
ModuleWorks Dental Framework in the exocad environment enables resellers and OEMs to offer a 
complete and cost-effective dental CNC solution.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Stratasys Launches 3D Printing Software Strategy and Universal Design-to-3D Print Application 
16 May 2016 

Stratasys Ltd. today unveiled a bold, new software strategy designed to make 3D printing significantly 
easier, more intuitive and highly accessible. The approach is powered by a new, open architecture 
“design-to-3D print” workflow application, GrabCAD Print* – residing on the popular GrabCAD SaaS 
platform and supported by a community of more than 3 million designers, engineers and students. 
3D printing techniques are typically characterized by significant “model fixing” time which forces 
businesses to devise costly, manual solutions to construct an acceptable workflow. GrabCAD Print is 
designed to make 3D printing fast and easy-to-use, while reducing errors by eliminating requirements to 
translate and repair computer-aided design (CAD) files. Product designers, engineers, and 3D printer 
operators can now send native CAD files to a Stratasys 3D Printer or service bureau directly from their 
familiar CAD environments. Further bolstered by an extensive new business intelligence environment, 
the application also accelerates data-driven decision-making. 
“When we acquired GrabCAD two years ago, our vision was to provide a digital manufacturing 
backbone to support adoption of 3D printing technologies,” said Josh Claman, Chief Business Officer, 
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Stratasys. “Underscoring the critical nature of software as an essential ingredient for complete and 
smooth 3D printing workflow, GrabCAD Print is our first new application built on the GrabCAD 
platform - empowering customers with a single, open, cloud-based environment for job preparation, 
scheduling and monitoring. Accelerating integration of additive manufacturing on the shop floor, 
GrabCAD Print also generates real-time business intelligence which can be prepared in actionable 
reports for Stratasys 3D Printers on the user’s GrabCAD Print network.” 
GrabCAD Print works with a variety of Stratasys FDM and PolyJet 3D Printers and can natively read 
several popular CAD formats from PTC Creo, Dassault Systèmes’ SOLIDWORKS, Siemens PLM 
Software’s NX software, CATIA and Autodesk Inventor. The application also facilitates data sharing 
related to job scheduling, print queue status, material usage and historical usage. All information is 
readily available via standard Web browsers, mobile applications or locally installed clients while 
securely managed through the GrabCAD Platform. 
Committed to architecting an open and partner-friendly solution, Stratasys is making full use of a 
powerful 3D design ecosystem – creating additional value-added applications based on the GrabCAD 
Platform. Industry leading CAD solution providers such as PTC, Dassault Systèmes’ SOLIDWORKS, 
and Siemens PLM Software will be collaborating with Stratasys to further simplify key functions in 
CAD-to-3D print workflow. Users of these offerings will be able to access Stratasys 3D printing 
solutions, analyze designs for 3D printability, and prepare and print jobs from their native CAD 
environment. 
"When keeping up with fast paced development, frequently things will change in the last minute. In the 
past when a build had to be switched to a different 3D printer I'd have to do a clean restart - redo all of 
that file preparation work. With GrabCAD Print it's easy to switch between 3D printers within a single 
app. That's a huge step forward in improving the workflow," said Jimmy Callaway, Design Engineer, 
Joe Gibbs Racing. 
*The GrabCAD Print application is planned for public beta in North America this summer with 
additional releases planned throughout the year alongside new language and regional support. 
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